Acids and Bases is a simple book explaining what Acids and Bases are. First it gives background information about acids and bases, and then it goes on to describe testing acids and bases. There are several simple experiments that the author explains how to do with pictures. The book also contains a Periodic Table, glossary, and an index.

One of the first things that caught my eye when reading this book was the bright, colorful pictures. Each picture went along well with the reading so the student could easily imagine what the book was describing. There were bold terms that were easy to look up in the glossary that had great definitions of each term. The author incorporated fun experiments that the student could try. I enjoyed reading this text because I even found out interesting things about acids and bases. This book is probably written for a student at 4th or 5th grade level. Although the book contains plenty of pictures there is also plenty of information. Anyone could learn plenty about acids and bases by reading this interesting book. Alison Zacker, ESU Elementary Education Student